“I will praise the Lord while I live; I will sing praises to my God while I have my being.”

— Psalm 146:2

2017 ANNUAL REPORT
**FROM THE PRESIDENT**

**Dear Friends,**

We send you this annual report with grateful hearts, in recognition of your dedication to the life-changing mission of Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary. Now in my second year as the Abbey Foundation of Oregon’s president, I am blessed and inspired by the leadership of Abbot Jeremy Driscoll, O.S.B., whose abbatial motto, above, we view as our “North Star.”

During our annual retreat, Abbot Jeremy guided the board through a session on Benedictine spirituality, focused on the theme of humility. What a striking topic for busy people whose days are consumed by challenging activities – people like you. Our trustees were privileged to talk with the Abbot about the challenge of conforming our will to God’s and of quietly embracing in our hearts the suffering we experience and encounter every day.

Because you share our love of the Abbey, I know you too feel the effect of the monks’ prayers and way of life. There is a much-needed vision and witness in our complicated world!

All of us who support the Abbey share a deeply satisfying mission – to ensure its financial vitality and way of life. Theirs is a much-needed vision and witness in our complicated world! We are deeply grateful you share this mission. You and your gifts have made a true difference to Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary this past year. In fact, revenues in the 2016-17 fiscal year were the highest in the Abbey Foundation’s history, with our gifts and pledges rising from $4,849,698 in 2015-16 to $7,074,814 in 2016-17.

Most of all, we are blessed by you! This year, I hope you will introduce Mount Angel to your family and friends. Come pray with the monks, enjoy a meal and a Hilltop tour, or find refuge from your busy schedule in the Guesthouse and Retreat Center.

Please mark your calendar and plan to attend the Seminary Benefit Dinner in Portland, on November 5, 2017, or the Seminary Benefit Dinner in Eugene, on March 4, 2018, and the fourth annual Saint Benedict Festival, on July 7, 2018. There is no place in the world like the Hilltop!

Thank you for claiming the Abbey’s holy mission as your own. May you be richly blessed as you share your blessings.

Sincerely yours in Christ,

**Sincerely yours in Christ,**

**Lynn Cayanus Jones**
Former AFO President
Former SSMO President
President — Finance and Accounting, Integra Telecom, Inc.

**James Zulich**
Professional Fire Systems Co.

**Fred Clark Wood**
St. Francislaus Catholic Church
Scappoose, Oregon

**Stephen Zimmer**
Chairman of the Board

**William Zuelke**
Founder

**Michael Tate**
President

**Dr. Chriss Wood**
Pastor

**Mt. Pisgah Catholic Church Scappoose, Oregon**
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The Abbey Foundation of Oregon invests endowed funds, allowing Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary to spend a portion of the income earned from the investments each year. The remainder is added to the original principle, which continues to grow. This extends the impact of our benefactors’ support into the future.

Some donors choose to create restricted endowed funds for a particular purpose, such as seminary education, facilities improvements or monastery support; the money in that fund can be used only to advance that purpose. Others establish unrestricted funds that further the Abbey’s mission; the Abbey has the freedom to determine which priorities the funds will support.

Establishing a new endowment fund in honor or memory of a loved one creates a legacy for the benefactor and for Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary. The minimum amount required to establish a permanently endowed fund is $50,000. Many benefactors create a fund and make annual contributions until the fund crosses the endowment threshold.

Our development staff would be happy to work with you to help turn your ideas into living endowments. For information, please contact Jodi Kilcup, director of development, at jodi.kilcup@mtangel.edu or 503-932-0173.

**Restrict Endowed Foundations**

- Academic Center Fund
- Anselm Hall Improvement Fund
- Archbishop Robert J. Dwyer Annual Lecture Series
- Archbishop Robert J. Dwyer Art Collection Fund
- Archbishop Robert J. Dwyer Chair in Humanities
- Bishop’s Permanent Seminary Fund
- Rev. Fred Brenner Seminary Bursar
- Brother Michael Fund
- Chair of Theology Fund
- Bob and Evelyn Dieringer Family Fund
- Elia Bell Tower Fund
- Ray J. Gott Endowment Fund
- Ann F. and Joseph G. Galanteau Endowed Fund
- John M. Glayze Fund
- Archbishop William H. Gross Burse
- John R. Haugen Seminary Fund
- Arlene M. Harris Fund
- Rev. Geza Havass Scholarship Fund
- Alfred J. Huber Fund
- Colette L. and Colette E. Maddux Seminary Endowment Fund
- Edwin E. Mayer Fund
- Vernon Mercer Fund
- Leo Meyring Seminary Fund
- Jackie and George Miller Endowment Fund
- Monastery Endowment Fund
- Fr. Paschal Archivist Endowment Fund
- Reasoner Library Endowment Fund
- Retired Monk Fund
- Msgr. James J. Ribble President Rector’s Fund
- Rev. Bernard Sander Burse
- Clarence Schmidt Endowment Fund
- Eugene Schulze Fund
- Seminary Pastoral Formation Fund
- Jack D. and Helen E. Soder Fund
- Robert M. and Cecelia A. Stuckart Fund
- Terry Tefrune Fund
- Laurence and Eva Tokarski Fund
- Jean and Howard Vollum Fund
- John and Philemona Weber Endowment Fund
- Clarence M. Whipple Burse
- Art and Vivienne Wiese Fund
- Raymond and Clara Feessler Fund
- Lawrence and Veronica Frank Fund
- Gerald Gaines Estate
- Lloyd J. Garrow Family Fund
- Wilma Glore Fund
- Regina Gruss Fund
- Robert and Rose Harris Fund
- Florence S. Kennedy Fund
- Library Investment Fund
- Mary Alice Lynch Fund
- Eile and Hilda Noegeir Fund
- Michael F. Parsons Fund
- John Philpith Fund
- John Philpith Seminary Endowment
- Queen of Angels Burse
- Pauline Rivera Fund
- Henrietta Saatfield Fund
- Seminary Facilities Fund
- Frances Dolores Sharpe Fund
- Ted and Fran Van Veen Fund
- Archbishop John G. Mazny Fund
- Edward White Fund
- Aileen Winter Fund
- John Zeller Fund

**Unrestricted Endowments**

- Margaret Avison Fund
- Bernard and Retta Bunchend Fund
- Steve and Linda Beard Family Fund
- Lyle Carter Fund
- Joseph and Ernestine Cote Family Fund
- Nancy Curcio Fund
- James J. Davies Fund
- Marcela Decker Fund
- Maurice J. Druet Estate
- Evelyn DiPietro Fund
- Jerry Dolezal Fund
- Charles and Patricia Duffy Fund
- Edward White Fund
- Aileen Winter Fund
- John Zeller Fund

**The Year in Review**

*July 1, 2016 – June 30, 2017*

| Total Assets | $38.8 million |
| Total Endowment | $21.5 million |
| Total Revenues, Gains and Other Support | $9.6 million |
| Total Foundation Support Provided to Mount Angel Abbey | $3.7 million |

*Endowment includes donor-restricted endowments, board-designated endowments and undistributed endowment earnings.

The Abbey Foundation of Oregon is audited annually by independent certified public accountants whose examination complies with generally accepted auditing standards. This annual report reflects the audited financial statements for the most recent fiscal year. The Foundation files its IRS Form 990 each fiscal year, which is available at our website, the Development Office, or upon request.
Thank You, Legacy Society Friends

Members of the Legacy Society are those who have included Mount Angel Abbey and Seminary in their estate plans. Thank you for sharing with us the legacy of your future gift and your friendship.

The following individuals have made a legacy gift to the Abbey Foundation of Oregon, either through a bequest in a will, living trust, retirement plan, life insurance or bank account, or a remainder designation in a charitable gift annuity or charitable remainder trust.

If you would like to join this growing group of generous benefactors, please contact Susan Gallagher, at 503-312-5425 or legacy@mtangel.org.

† Deceased

Sand D. Abril
Rev. Henry L. Albritton '66
Donald J. and Gloria Amort
Vernon S. Ame
Gordon and Mary Allen
Dr. Frederick S. and Tina Auerbach
Vernon G. Arne
Donald '50 and Gloria Amort
Sandi D. Abell

Thank You carefully, my son, to the master's instructions, and attend to them with the ear of your heart.”
— Rule Prologue vs. 1

Robert English '76
Robert English '76
Mary Hildenbrandt
Jean M. Esler '66
Joan M. Esler '66
Les and Nancy Fahy
Michael and Penny Fahy
Eugene and Betty Fields
Ken '57 and Marie Fessler
Thomas and Debra Fessler
Bradley and Karinna Fields
Rev. Msgr. J. Thomas Fitzgerald, Emeritus '62
Rev. Edward Flanagan
Patrick '93 and Mary Fogarty
James '50 and Caroline Fourrier
Timothy and Joanne Freeman
Rosmarie Furrer
Michael M. Giglio,
Mary E. Gillett
Althea Gimpel
Anne Gladis
Linda Golden-Pickering
John and Claudia Goetz
Don and M.J. Gordon
Dorothy Fine
Mary A. Graves
Mary Ann Guity
George and Pauline Gara
Rev. David Galtman '63
Nicholas and Lisa Hager
Patricia J. Harris
Arlene Harris Smith and Paul Smith
Col. Ann M. Hartwick
Paul E. Harney
Robert A. Hauch
Bernadette Hayes
Donald and Lillian Hayworth
Richard and Betty Heaton
Mary Rose Heinig
Ann Henry '74
Dr. Raymond P. Heuberger, D.V.M. '60
Norton and Viviane Hibbler

Rev. John M. Makuchakat
Joan M. Esler '66
Joan M. Esler '66
Rev. Thomas M. O'Donnell
Very Rev. Kenneth E. Olsen '65
Dr. Thomas and Bonnie Owens
Jeanette Parson
Mary B. Parsons
Janet C. Payne '59
Joan Payne
Wally and Frances Peets
Rev. Edmund J. Peterson '12
Rev. Paul Peil, Ed.D. '92
Mary Ann Petrit
Theodore and Dorothy Peters
Rick and Mary Jo Pinnell
John W. Pott
Betty A. Popp
Charlie Powers
Judie Powers
Joanne Pranger
Ronald and Mary Pravost
Philip Prudhomme '64 and Kitty Gutter
Joseph and Ana Puleo
Kent Purdy

Ronald and Madeline Nashan
Anne Mai Nordegren
Rev. Thomas M. O'Donnell
Very Rev. Kenneth E. Olsen '65
Dr. Thomas and Bonnie Owens
Jeanette Parson
Mary B. Parsons
Janet C. Payne '59
Joan Payne
Wally and Frances Peets
Rev. Edmund J. Peterson '12
Rev. Paul Peil, Ed.D. '92
Mary Ann Petrit
Theodore and Dorothy Peters
Rick and Mary Jo Pinnell
John W. Pott
Betty A. Popp
Charlie Powers
Judie Powers
Joanne Pranger
Ronald and Mary Pravost
Philip Prudhomme '64 and Kitty Gutter
Joseph and Ana Puleo
Kent Purdy

Frank M. Raths
Rose Marie Rassier
Honorable Alan and Georgann Reel
Sally T. Reeves
Francis and Helen Reichert
Bernard Heul
Nancy M. Razzara
Rev. John C. Rodriguez '60
Carlene A. Rocker ORS
Dr. Timothy J. Rolle '65
Katharine J. Ruthell
Beryl and Louise Ruep
Rebecca Rappert
Rev. Rock Sasso '63
James '58 and Judy Schaechter
Tom and Gesie Scheuermann
Rev. Darren F. Schiltz '78
Rev. Richard J. Schlosier '89
Joan Schmitz
Theresa Schneider Shieker
Mary W. Shuttle
Alice Shockey
Charles and Barbara Sherman
Rita Simmons-Owens
Steven and Tanya Smith
Ging and Joan Stanton

Loretta R. Blak
Ann T. Sullivan
Thomas W. Sullivan
Virgil and Marlene Syvenson
Leonard and Lillian Tobias
Laurence and Iza Tokarski
Margaret M. Toohey
Mary Jo Tully
Rose E. Turnowczyk
Lorna Utman
Very Rev. Todd J. Under '82
George and Julie Verrone
Richard '55 and Theresa Verboort
Joanne Vinko
Ralph and Rosemary Vranica
Mary Jo Wade
Walt and Bernice Walter
Steven and Michelle Watson
Ernest and Mary Weyland
Joann Will
Paul '49 and Elizabeth Wolf
Frances Yule-Rappa
Elaine M. Zielke
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Please note that every effort has been made to achieve a complete and accurate report. In the event of an error, please contact Melissa Eddings, 971-343-2702 or melissa.eddings@mtangel.edu.

All those who give $1,000 or more during our fiscal year are considered members of the Abbotts’ Circle and invited to the annual Abbott’s Appreciation Celebration.
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“This, then, is the good zeal which monks must foster with fervent love: ‘They should each try to be the first to show respect to the other.’”
– Rule Prologue vs. 4
Your way of acting should be different from the world’s way; the world cannot embrace us. 

— Rule 4:20-21
“First of all, love the Lord with all your whole heart, your whole soul and your whole strength, and love your neighbor as yourself.”

—Luke 2:47
George and Marjorie Genspercher
Brian and Cheryl Geske
Filomena and Tim Giambrone
Carlon and Louise Gianella
Jerry Gaye
Julia A. Giglio
Sabalino Gilbert
David Gilbertson
Brian and Yovonne Gill
Patricia K. Gill
Kay Gillette
Laurie Glumour
Jason and Nicole Glawer
Robert and Rose Glisson
Roger and Linda Godfrey
Paul and Christine Goeller
Christopher and Cyndi Goeller
Jeanne M. Goeth
Rev. Leon L. Gogel
Ted and Bonnie Goldenhersh
Anna Agnes Gonzales
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David Gilbertson
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Jason and Nicole Glawer
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Roger and Linda Godfrey
Paul and Christine Goeller
Christopher and Cyndi Goeller
Jeanne M. Goeth
Rev. Leon L. Gogel
Ted and Bonnie Goldenhersh
Anna Agnes Gonzales

"One thing I ask of the Lord; this I seek: to dwell in the Lord’s house all the days of my life, to gaze on the Lord’s beauty, to know you the Spirit, to walk in your path forever."

Ps 27:4
Rob and Rachel Stenlake
Sharon and Dudley Strain
Karen Stratton
Sara M. Strasburger
Marie Stricker
Mary Shautker
Ann Sullivan
Catherine Sullivan
Margaret Supple
Steven E. Suskind
Virginia A. Swezson
Daniel P. Sotta
Brent and Barbara Tabler
Daniel L. Talaku
John and Ruth Tallant
Robert and Tamara Taylor
Laura Tenici
David L. Tempest
Charles and Terry Terhune
Jim Tedesman
James and Virginia Tingle
Gary L. Tipton
Beverly Timmons
Leonard and Ellen Trubisk
David and Tary Tshihn
Karen Toledano
Patricia Toms
Fred Toma
Joyce Tonkin
Alex and Shirley Toth
Matti Tontochy
Earline Trott
Greg and Sandra Trager
Virginia Trafford
Kim Thinh F. Tran
Quang Tran and Hong Phan Tran
Hung and Anh Tran
Linh Tran
Martha Tran
Kim Tran
Kim and Tracy Trang
Dan and CC Travers
Betty J. Trocheck
Larry and Loreta Tribble
Angela Trost
Lauretta P. Trujillo
Rev. David Trujillo
Phan V. and Huu Huy Truong
Raymond and Laura Turchetti
Piscateau S. Turley
Mark and Claire Turner
Glen A. Uhrenkott
Joyce Ullrich
Elsie Unger
Thomas ‘54 and Ethel Unger
Susan Unger ‘74
Ernest J. Valach
Kathy Valdez
Yen Kha Ng Van
Frederick Van Dyke
Mark and Tina Van Heusen
Pat Van Luu
Dr. Thomas and Greta Van Veen
Deacon Allen E. ’82 and Terri Van deWeerdt
Helen M. Vandeveer
My and Luk Van Dinh
Mildred A. Varela
Champ C. Vaughan
George and Jolene Venne
David and Yolanda Vigil
Justin and Marie Vincent
Therese Vosker Young
William and Paula Vokas
James P’T and Beatrice A. Volk
Bertha Volk-Kleiby and Morris Kelly
Daniel and Jamie Voit
Leonard and Marjorie Voikhtebo
Herbert A.沃克曼
Timothy and Carol Wacher
David and Sharon Wades
Leo and Ethelene Wagner
David and Betty Wagner
Hazel Wagner
Mark and JoAnn Walker
Ray and Irma Walday
Robert and Sharae Walker
Vicki Howard Wagner
Lisa and Jeffrey Ward
Katherine Ward
Anne Ward
Rev. Brandon M. Ware ’05
Kenny and Yith Ware
Richard Waidman
Richard and Mary Watson
Steven and Michelle Watson
Charles J’ 99 and Jane Waub
Fred and Charlene Waba
Timothy ’54 and Jo Ann-Waubs
San Ok-an Weiler
Stephen and Beverly Weiler
Dr. Bae R. Weiers
Kendall Weilinger
Angela Weimuller
Richard and Irene Weilander
Beverly Weiss
Dr. David L. and Patti Weiss
Christine Welch
Robert Weil and Rose Schwalb-Mat
Wayne and Carol Weisner
Michael and Darlene Weip
James and Elizabeth Wendlandt
Shaw and Cynthia Wendling
Gregory Wering
Barbara Wenschuh
Patricia J. Weseloh
Dean and Molly Westbrock
Charles and Alexandra Westover
Craig ’63 and Pat Wegardt
John J. White
Rose Wilcox
Christine Wilcox
Ryan and Kimberly Wile
Genevieve Wilke
John and Kathryn Wildgen
Francis and Beverly Wilger
Althea Williams
Don and Janet Williams
Edward and Debra Willott
Matthew and Ludithyla Wilson
Dr. John J. and Florence Wilson
Sharon and Pete Wilson
Roger and Virginia Wilson
James H. Wilson
Beverly J. Wimmer
Judith M. Winczewski
Dr. William D. and Donna Wise
Alan and Ginger Wisner
Kurt and Pamela Witham
Orloff and Dolores Wolff
Scott and Concetta Wolff
Andreas R. Wrong
Julia Woodman
Maxine Worthington
Mr. and Mrs. Galem V. Wright
Betsy Wright
Frank A. Wrobel
Ralph and Gregory Wuerer
Eric and Gerhard Wurthner
Mike and Mary Wynne
Col. Robert E. ’61 and Kathleen Yerell
Khang Van Yen
Juanda Vencapul
Mary and Anne Yoo
Beatrice Yobhara
Annette and Daniel Youngberg
Frances Yount
M. Yung
Rev. Thomas D. Vartabedian ’77
Lawrence and Linda Zacher
Pamela Zanotelli
Sara Zuck
Catherine Ziesel
Marion Zeller
Very Rev. Gary M. Zender ’80
Darral and Lynn Zent
Stephen Zade
Ernest and Lola Zielinski
Most Rev. Chad W. Zielinski ’89
Robert and Pamela Zielinski
Laura Zimmerman
Dr. Richard and Jill Zdrowe
Paul and Patricia Ziewer
Edward ‘19 and Susan Ziezleri
Bruce and Joan Zuber
William Zivkic and Valerie Hornburg
Floyd Zula

**Organizations**

Association of Christian Librarians
Caribbean House of Studies
Cathedral Daughters of America, #1461
Cathedral Daughters of America, Court of St. Mary of R. 1800
Cathedral Daughters of the Americas, #1386
Cathedral Daughters of the Americas, #2481
Cathedral Daughters of the Americas, #7178, Court Marion
Church of the Roman Martyrs
Cita Con Nelly Productions Inc
Courtesy Delivery Service
David L. Weiss DDS PC
Diocese of Las Vegas
Doughman & Associates, Inc.
Ferraro Cellar
Forest Edge Vineyard
Holy Family Parish
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the NW Community Living
Knights of Columbus, #5942
Knights of Columbus, #5942 Sacred Heart Council
Knights of Columbus, #900
Lane Community College - Florence Center
Larry Michael Dov DVD, MSD, LLC
Monastery of the Ascension
Paramedics, Inc.
Project Aurora
Sempora Energy
St. Anthony Catholic Church
Superior Tire Service
Trinity Grace Medical, LLC
Westside - A Jesus Church Family
Whitlock Peace Institute

“Listen readily to holy reading, and devote yourself often to prayer.”

- Rule 4:55-56
In Memory of Thomas Bochsler
In Memory of Lawrence Bochsler
In Honor of Rev. Msgr. Joseph Betschart
In Honor of Rev. Mark Bentz
Richard and Mary Jane Weber
In Honor of Rev. Mag. Joseph Betoschart
Most Rev. John J. Kocian
Anonymous (1)
Parametrix, Inc.
Robert and Jean Mitchell
Pamela W. Hyde
Anonymous (1)
Many donors in the past year have made gifts to honor individuals, or in memory of those who have died.
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“This is the gate of the Lord through which the righteous may enter. I will give you thanks, for you answered me; you have become my salvation.”

Psalm 118:20-21